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ABSTRACT

This research investigates the effects of the length of
time in placement and the amount of parental contact upon

the s eIf concep t of ins ti tu tiona1ized juveniIe offenders.
It originates from the beliefs that the self concept must
bo raised in order for the delinquent to develop more

socially approved behavior and that parental involvement is
important when working with the institutionalized

ad;olescent.

The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) was

administered to 90 adolescent males from three residential

boys * homes for juveni1e offend ers.

ANOVAs, Ch i squares,

and Pearson r correlations were performed on the TSCS and

the following independent variables:

age; amount of

contact with both mother and father; type of family; and
length of time institutionalized.

The results support previous finding of the importance

of parental involvement during t^^
institutionalized.

time the youth is

Contrary to the hypo thesis, the results

indicated that the longer the youth was institutionalized,
the more negative his self concept became.

The purposeof these facilities is to rehabilitate and
assist these adolescents in improving their self concept.

Further research needs to explore the different types of

therapy offered

by correctional institutions to residents

and their families.

Also, further studies are needed

to

investigate ways which may be more effective in improving
the self concept of long-term residents and those without
parental resources.
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Chapter I
Iti troduc tion

Many theories have been offered on how to help juvenile
delinquents change their delinquent behavior.
particular, two of these

In

theories examine different

approaches for working with institutionalized juvenile
delinquents.

First, research studies indicate that the

juvenile delinquent, when compared to the non-delinquent,

has a negative self concept (Cohen, 1955; Lefeber, 1965;
Reckless, Dinte & Murray, 1956).

Some theorists believe

that the delinquent's self concept must be raised in order

for the development of more socially approved behavior

(Bloch & Neiderhoffer, 1958; Cohen, 1955; Lefeber, 1967;
Reckless, Dinte & Murray, 1956).

The second theory states

that parental involvement is an important variable when

working with the institutionalized juvenile delinquent

(Little, 1965; Millard & McLargen, 1972; Nye, 1958; Oxley,
1977).

It has been found that parental involvement, while

the youth is institutionalized, is very important in
positive outcomes after the delinquent returns to his/her

family.

Although there has been a great deal of research

on the delinquent's self concept and amount of parental

research on the delinquent's self concept and amount of

parental involvement while the child is in placementi> 9

major limitation of these studies is that they have only
looked at delinquents from intact, two-parent families

(Cohen, 1955; Duncan, 1978; Lefeber, 1965; Millard &
McLagen, 1972; Novak & Van der Veen, 1974; Reckless,
Dinte & Murray, 1956).

These delinquents are not

representative of the institutionalized juvenile

delinquent population because a gteater proportion of

juvenile delinquents are from broken homes (Smith &
Walters, 1978).

A legal definition Of a juyenib^^^^ delinquent is:
One who is referred to a court for acts

defined by fche statutes of the State, as the
Vio1a tion of a s ta te 1aw or munici pa 1

Ordinance by children or youth of juveniile
age, or for conduct so seriously antisbciAl as
to interfei'e with the rights, of others or to
menance the welfare of the .delinquent himself,

or of the cOminunity (Cavan, 1975)«

v

This definition includes conduct which violates the law

only Committed by children (status offenses); e.g.,
truancy, ungpverniable behavior, and running away.

the Diagnostic and Sta ti$tica1 , M^^a

In

of Men ta1

Disorders III (1982), the juvenile deiinquent would be
come uhder the category of Conduct Disprder.

The present study investigates institutionalized
juvenile delinquents and the relationship between the

juvenile delinquent's self concept and the amount of
parental involvement, during the time when the youth is
institutibnalized.

In particular, this study will

expand upon previous research by examining
institutionalized juvenile delinquents within: the

delinquent population from different types of families,
rather than comparing delinquents from intact homes to

non-delinquents.

This comparison is important in having

an understanding of the total institutionalized juvenile

delinquent population aiid hot just a select subgroup.
In reviewing the literature, it was found that most of
the research examining delinquent adolescents and their

self concepts weredonei in the 1950's and early 1960's.

Many of these studies sijtated that a negative self
concept leads to delinquency.

This is an error in the

interpretations of the results.

One must be aware that

it is incorrect to draw the conclusion that correlation

leads to causality.

One must first decide what the

research did and then make sure that the results are not

overgenera1ized.

A1so, in reviewing the literature, it

was found that most research investigating self concept

and de1inquency included only ma 1e subjec ts•

A possib1e

explanation for this may be that the male delinquent
population is greater than the female delinquent
population^ which may make the male delinquent

pdpulation more accessab1e to research (Glueck & Glueck,

19:74:)

'V:;
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Self concept represents a composition of

self-app r a ising a tti tud es, va1ues, o r qua 1i ti es which an
individual ascribes to him or herself (Ellis & Davis,

1992)•

This orgahizatl

appears to have a direct

influence on the behavipr of an individual.

Individuals

judged as behaving differently from one another on the

basis of psychosocial criteria are thought to have
different self concepts (Fitts & Hammer, 1969).

A1though it is unlikely that any two self concepts will
be identical, there tend to be similarities in self
concept structure which aGcompany similarities in
behavior.

Lefeber (1965) found that adolescent males

who have been labeled delinquent because of their

behavior (stealing, truancy, running away froin home,

lying, or having other problems with the law) have

similar negative self concepts.

A negative self concept

is defined as a 1oss of self-esteem (Reckless, Dinte &

Murray, 1961).

The delinquent adolescent male's self

coneep t includes such charac ter isties as di sliking

himself, low self-esteem, and a negative moral-ethical
self concept and family self concept.

Self concepl: theory generally maintains that the

self concept has a determining ihfluence upon the

pattern of individual behavior (Fi tts & Hammer, 1969).
Based on research, self concept theory suggests the

direction of this inflUehce upon behavior (Ellis &
Davis, 1982; Fitts & Hammer, 1969; Lefeber, 1965;

Reckless, Dinte & Murray, 1956).

A correlation exists

between the positive or negative quality of the

individual's adjustment and the positiye-negative

dimensions of self concept (Rogers, 1951; Taylor, 1953).
Satisfac tory adjustment 1s usually associa ted with a
positive self cone ep t, while negative se1f cone ep ts are
most frequently present with less effective a.d jus tmen ts ^
It is believed that self concept originates in

infancy and evolves slowly itito a complex awareness of
the self (Ellis & Davis, 1982).

Although there are many

factors that affect the deveropment; of one* s self

'
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concept, family affiliation is one of the most

s ignificant (Johnson, 1952).

As children are growing

and developing, they are influenced a great deal by

interactions within the family.

Adolescents, who have

already developed their self concept, may be viewed as
having developed this self concept through integrating
their socialization process with life experiences.

These life experiences are guided by the attitudes of

one's parents and peers as well as through one's
interpretation of each individual life experience

(Flescher, 1980),
The relationships wi thin the family constellation

are vital for any individual (Johnson, 1952).

A

person's behavior is commonly viewed as the interaction
of one's personality with one's environment.

This is

usually determined to a great extent by the

persona1ities and behavior of one's parents, other
family members and peers.

The chi1d's family

perceptions have a greater impact upon the child than

the ac tual conditions of these family re lations (Anolik,

1980).

Therefore, the adolescent's behavior can be

regarded as their reaction to their parents' behavior as
they see and interpret it (William, 1958).

Self Concept and Delinquency

Assuming that the self concept influences the

pattern of individual behavior, then a person with a
negative self concept would exhibit maladaptive

behavior, such as delinquency (Reckless, Dinte & Murray,
1961).

Swanson (1950) stated that delinquency

represents one of the several kinds of behavior
demonstrated by children who are feeling frustratfid and
are not using socially approved means of dealing with
this frustration. ^ The family was cpnsidered the source

of the most frustrating experiences for the child.

Specifically, family difficulties center on the child's
interactions with his/her parents*

Therefore,

delinqueht behavior apjpears to be a" product of the
frustrations and dissatisfactions experienced by

children within the family structure (Swanson, 1950).
Some of the research on delinquency has been

influenced by the work of Walter C. Reckless (1961).
states that self concept is an important variable in

delinquent behavior.

His research suggests that

containment of delinquency lies in developing a

He
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favorable self concept in delinquent prone boys.
direction

of

socialization

and

a favorable

or

The

an

unfavorable self image are proposed as the most tangible

components of insulation against or propulsion toward
delinquency.

Reckless found evidence suggesting that a

good, favorable, "positive" self concept, the result of
a favorable socialization process, leads boys who live

in high delinquency areas (slum boys) away from

delinquent behavior.

A poor, unfavorable, "negative"

self concept, the result of an unfavorable socialization

experience, affords the slum boy no such resistance to

deviancy, delinquent companions, delinquent subcultural

influences, or delinquent behavior (Reckless, Dinte &
Murray, 1961).
The loss of self-esteem is a primary factor
associated with the motivation behind delinquent

behavior (Bloch & Neiderhoffer, 1958; Cohen, 1955).
This loss of self-esteem appears to be related

to

delinquent group behavior which is an attempt to create

and maintain an individual "self status" during the

identity crisis of adolescence (Cohen, 1955).

Results

indicated that low self esteem is a shared problem of

adjustment resulting from an inadequate socialization

process relaitive tp meeting role expectations of the

middle-class s ocie ty (Bloch & Neiderhoffer, 1958).
The hypothesis that delinquents have a poorer self

Concept cpmpared to non-d;elinquentsV lias been supported

by a number of s tudies.

Fitts and Hamner (1969) report

numerous studies using the Tennessee Se1f Goneept Scale ;

with delinqUents and non-delinquen ts.

In mo s t of this

research, the non-delinquent had a more positive

self--concept thaii did the delinquent.

Delinquents

r eport 1ow s elf^es teem wi th little se If-res pec t or s ense
of

wor th.

This

was true

of

bo th

male and

f ernale

delinquents across the United Statesi

when using the Tetinessee Self CbnCept Scales lefeber
(1965) concluded that delinquent subjects dislike
themselves and have relatively negative self concepts.
This negativism is particularily noted in regards to

their moral-ethloal and family selves.
was found

to

be non-defehsive and

The delinquent

someone

who

makes

little effort to portray him/herseIf In a positive
social light.

The delitiquent reveals considerable

emotibhal conflict and confusion, variability and

uncertainty in self-perception.

Finally, it is noted

that delinquents have little strength for withstanding

■■ ■■ ■

"

stress and frustration.
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In essence, there is a great

deal of conflict inherent in the psychological profiles
of delinquents.

O ther studies have a Iso found tha t the delinquen t
ind ividual tan b e d iff er en tia ted f r om the non-^^^

on the basis of self concept.

inquent

It is maintained that the

major portion of delinquent behavioir foiihd in the urban

working-class is rtlated to low self-esteem (Cohen,
1955).

It has even been shown that the more habitual

delinquents have more negative and more deviant self

concepts (Lefeber^ 1965).

Overall, a more positive or

much higher se1f coneept is found for non-de1inquents
over that of delinquents.

In most of the studies examining delinquency and

self concept, the subjects used were institutionalized
adolescent males (B1och & Neiderhoffer, 1958; Crase,

Foss, & Colbert, 1981; Fitts & Hamner, 1969; Parish &

Taylor, 1979; Reckless, Dinte, & Murray, 1961).
Institutionalized means that the youth has been taken

o u t b f his h o m e b e ca us e of d e1inqu en t a c ts, and placed

into an institution (i.e., group home, treatment center,

detention center, etc).

In additioh, a limitation of

these studies is that they ohly compare delinquents and

non-delinquents who come from intact two-parent families.

However, as stated earlier, a greater proportion of
insti tutibnalized delinquents come from broken homes (Smi th

& Wa 1 ters, 1978)•

theirefore, the r esu11s of these s tudies

do not generalizetb the delinquent pqpulation as a whole.
In most broken homes, the fa their is the parent who is

not pres en t (Sm i th & Walters, 1978)^3 S tud ies compa ring the
functlpns of fathers with mothers in families reveal

that

fathers are more likely tb contribute to the delinquency of

their children (Smi th & Wa1ters, 1978)•

Positive

adjus tment of children is associated with the presence of a
functcioning father in the home •

Paternal influence on the

male child is important in terms bf the son's
identifica tion wi th a masculine role, his adjus tment to
others y and it is related to his inclination toward

delinquehcy.

When simply coitipar ihg chi 1dren fr om fa ther

present and father absent homes, a number of researchers

h a V e fo uhd tha t hoys wh os e fa thers w er e eith er a bsen t or

away from hqi^b for long periods of time manifested greater
behavioral problems than did boys whose fathers were

present (Grygier, Chesle & Tuters, 1969; Nye, 1958; Parish i
& Taylor, 1979; Rosenthal & Hansen, 1980; Smith & WaIters,

1978).

Among the behaviora 1 problems that were found to

12

o ccur includ ed poo r personality ad ju s
anXie ty, g r ea ter immaturity, p o orer p e e r g r o u p adjlis tm^n t> w
more fears, more tens ions, poor sex role identifications,

low self concepts, and more antisocial behavibr.

These

reports sugges t that father absence has a detrimental

effed t iipon the child * s behavior•
Two studies explored the reldbionship between

single-parent families and the child Vs self cohcept (Parish
& Taylor, 1979; Rosenthal & Hansen, 1980)•

Rosenthal and

Hanson (1980) reported that one out of every six chiIdren
are iiying in father absent families.

Some results

indicate that adolescents who had experienced father loss
through diyorce and whose mothers had not remarried,
d emons tra ted s ignificantly mbre negative seIf cbnc ep ts than

those who were from intaet families (Parish ^Taylory
1979)•

In the same s tudy, the differences between intac t

families and single-parent families, where the parent had

remarried (reconstituted families) were als0 exp1ored.

It

was found that respbhdents from reconstituted fa,miles
demons tra tod more negative self concepts th^^

those from

intact families, biit the differences were not significant•
When looking at college students from divorced and intact

families, it was found that college students from divorced

■13

families demonstrated significantly more negative self
concepts and greater insecurity than coll ege students from

intact families (Young & Parish, 1977).

The unbalancing of

the family system would suggest that children from intact

and single-parent families could have different levels of
self concept, as well as different perception of

their

parents, schoo1 achievement , occupa tiona1 aspira t ions> and

vocational maturity (Rosenthal & Hansen, 1980).

Amount

of

Parental Contact

A number of theories have been proposed which associate
a variety of family aspects with delinquent behavior

(Glueck & Glueck^ 1962, 1972; Nye, 1958).

The variables

which have been studied from a number of perspectives,

include broken homes, single-parent homes, deviant
behaviors of the parents, role confusion in the family,
family inconsistencies in discip1ine, and deficient
communication.

It

should be noted

that

in addition to

the

youths' behavioral problems, the families of
institutionalIzed de1inquents, may have been so

dysfunctional that the youth needed to be removed from the
hom-e.';"' -

,A

'

Few studies have examined how parental contact and
involvement influence treatment in group home placements

(Lathan, 1976; Oxiey, 1977; Wilgosh, 1973; Wolkind, 1977).
When a youth is placed in a group home, there is usually
some form of parent contact, although contact can range

from weekly yisits to no contact at all.
contact depends on a number of variables:

The amount of
distance between

the placemeht and the parents' home, theT amount of
investment the parents have in the youth, and the amount of
investment the youth has in the parents.

Those studies that have examiined parent involvement and

treatment outcomes, conclude that in wbfking with the

juvenile delinquent population, parental involvement is
important (Lathan, 1976; Oxley, 1977; Wilgosh^ 1973;

Wolkind, 1977).

It has;been shown that children visited

infrequently by their mo ther do ho t relate to the s taff of
the center as well as those visited frequently by mothers

(Wolkind, 1977)
.

Also, it is reported that the more

invo1ved the fami1y is, the less the recivi d i sm rate of

delinquency (Lathan, 1976).
Oxley (1977) studled prede1inquent boys in a
residential treatment center, who had not been in trouble

with the law but were prone to lying, stealing, settihg

15'

fires, and who exhibited disobedient and unmanagable

behavior.

It was found that parent invo 1veinen t, inc luding

family therapy, was very important in working with the
predelinquent.

Those youths who had more contact with

their parents and received family therapy, had more
positive outcomes after discharge than those with less

parental invo 1 venten t.
The effects of parental involvement and family therapy
versus individual therapy with the adolescent, has also

been explored (Glueck & Glueck, 1962; Nye, 1958; Shostak,
1977).

These studies conclude that a systems intervention

at the family level produced more broad-base and enduring
improvements than an individual focus.

by the r ec ivid ism ra t .

This was measured

Sho s tak (1977) examined adolescen t

status offenders and compared the effects of family

oriented behavior therapy and indiyidual oriented behavior
therapy.

Clear behavioral outcome differences were found

between groups.

Fa,mily oriented therapy resulted in a

lower recividism rate than those receiving indiyidual
orientated therapy.

Although these findings are very important, it is not

always possible to get parents involved in treatment.
may be due to a number of reasons:

lack of interest by

This

:i6''

youth and/or parents, d is tance between the placement and
the parents home, and not having the funding to offer

family therapy to all the youth in placement.

Also, many

ins ti tu ti Otis make little effort to involve parents in
treatment because the parents presence is often viewed as a

spurce of problems.

It has been found tha t visi ts wi th

parents were carefully guarded and given out meagerly, by

the s taff of the institutiohs (Oxley, 1977),

S taff members

often feel that parents upset the children while they are
with themv

Many institutions feel that, becau se of this

negative interaction, i t is easier to help the children

change disabling patterns of behavior when they are not
cons tantly reinforced by ihcons is tent parental handling of
.old', conflicts-,:

The present study investigated the relationship
between an instltutiona1ized juyenile delinquent * s self
concept and the amount of parental contact^ while the yonth
i s in pladementi

In reviewing the 111e rafure, there were

no studies found that examined this relationship.

would hope to find t^^l

One

Oontact the youth has with

his parents, the more positive his self concept.

Age and Length of placement

C

Two important variables that may effect the

institutiohalized delinquent's self coneept are: (a) age of
the jrbu th and (b) the leng th of time the you th has been in
p iacement.

I t has bb^^en sugges

tha t self conc ep t increases wi th

age unti1 the age of forty (Ezeiloy 19&3).

However,

Jagawar (1983) in eicplorihg the delinquent adolescent
population, discovered a negative trend in relation with

the delinquent Is age/

For delinquent males, thir teen to

twenty years oId, seIf concept was at i ts m
level at the beginning of adolescence.

t pos itive

The self concept

gradually decreased to its lowest level at eighteen years
of age and then showed an upward trend,

Placihg a youth in an institutibn is seen as a way of

rehabi lita ting the youth (Cavan, 1975)/;

T

s taff of the

ins titutions attemp ts tp provide the,delinquent youth wi th
a s e t t ing where ther e is an appr oipfia te amount^ of s true tur e
and supervision, in order for the youth to make the

necessary changes in their behavior, so that he/she can

re tufh to the cbmmunity.

Only one s tudy was found that

investigated the length of placement and its effects upon

the juvenile delinquent (Walgosh, 1975).

This study found

18

that placement was beneficial in controlling delinquent
behavior, provided that placement lasted longer than six
months.

This was measured by the recividism rate.

A

greater percentage of boys who had been in placement longer
than six months, were not brought to the attention of the

juvenile court, compared to those who were in placement for
a shorter period of time.

One might assume that while

youths are in placement, if they are improving their

behavior, that this could also have a positive effect upon
their self concept.

-

•

<

. :

4,..

J

•
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\ ■ Rationale
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There has been little research examihing Individhal

differences in self cdncept within a delinquent popuration.
As previously indicated, most research has compared

delinquents from intact two-parent families to
non-delinquents.

However, when looking a t the

ins ti tu tiona 1ized de linquen t population, a gr ea.ter
percehtage of:delinquents come from broken homes as

cbmpar ed wi th non"^delinquents (Smith & Wa 1 ter s, 1978)•

Thus past studies are may hot be representative of the
total delinquent populatipn.

The purpose of the present

study was to investigate the relationship between the self

concept of male institutionalized juvenile delinquents and
the following variables:

their age; type of family; amount

of contact the youth has with both of his parents; and the

length of time the youth has been in placement.

Only male

delinquents were studied because the experimenter did hot
have access to a female delinquent population.

';/";JH[yp;b th'ese sv

1.'Type of f

will have a significant effect upon

the self concept of the the juvenile delinquent.

Those

delinquents froin families where the parents are married
will have a mo reppsi tiye self conce p t than those from

s e p ara ted, d iV orced and fa mi1ie s wh ere one or ho th p a r e;n ts
are ;deeeased .V/' \

: 2.

The juyenile delinquen t's se lf concep t wi11 be :

associated

wi th the amount of con tac t he has wi th hi s

mother and his father.

A more positive self concept will

be seen in those youths who have^^ greater contact with both
■ ■parent-S

3.

The juveniie de iinquent' s se1f concept will be

associated with the length of time he has been in

placement.

The iohger the period of time in placement, the

more positive the self concept will be;

4.

The juyehile delinquent's self concept will be

associated with his age.

The younger adolescents will have

more positive self concepts than older adolescents.

21

Chapter II
Method

Subjects

The subjects were 90 adolescent males, ages 13 to 18,

from three private state contracted residential boys' homes
for juvenile offenders.

Each subject was on probation for

delinquent acts (i.e., stealing, assault, robbery, truancy,
etc).

The subjects were classified according to four

different categories.

the youth.

The first category was the age of

Age was divided into (a) 13 and 14, (b) 15, (c)

16, and (d) 17.

The second category was the type of family

which the youth comes from.

Type of family was divided

into families where the parents are (a) married, (b)
separated, (c) divorced, and (d) deceased, one or bo th.
The third category was the amount of contact the you th has

with bo th of his parents.

This category was divided into

(a) weekly contac t, (b) monthly contact, (c) yearly contac t
or c on tac t less than once a mon th, and (d) no contac t or
contact less than once a year.

The four th category was the

1eng th of time the youth has been in p1ac emen t.

Thi s

category was divided into (a) 0 - 3 months, (b) 3 - 6
months, (c) 6 months to a year, and (d) greater than a year

(see- .append:i:X; A;),.:
The correctional institutions used in this study were

selected on the following criteria; (a) each institution is
located in Southern California and comes under California

juvenile law; (b) each ins ti tu tion receives i ts residents
as r eferra Is from proba tiohary cour t proceed ings; and (c)
each institutioh has a minimum security>
without fences or guards.

physica1 design

Each institutioh provided the

examiiier wi th a waiver s ta ting the ins ti tu tion r etained
guardianship of their residents and that parent permission

was not required (see appendix b).

Ins tr ument

The Tenhessee Self Concept

(TSGS) was used•

The

TSCS (Fitts, 1965) contains 100 iterns that are equally
divided between ppsitively and hngatively worded
statements•

The score obtained

on

these items is referred ;

to as the To ta1 F Score and ref lec ts the overall level of

self coneept.

Pe^sons wi th high scores tend to 1ike

themselves, feel that they are persons of value and worth/

have confidenc e in themselves, and ac t accordingly•

Peop le

with low scores are doubtfu1 abont their own worth, see

themselyes as undesirable, and have little faith or

■

confidence in

themselves•

Other scales used

from
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the TSCS

were (a) Identity (what he is), (b) Self Satisfaction (how

he accepts self), (c) Behavior (how he acts), (d) Physical
Self, (e) Moral-Ethical Self, (f) Personal Self, (g) Family

Self, and (h) Social Self.

Reliability of the scale is

reported to be in the .80 - .90 range ^Fitts, 1973).
Validation of this sca1e by Fi11s (1973) was accomplished

by four methods of inquiry:

(a) content validity, (b)

discrimination between groups, (c) correlation with other
persbhality measures, and (d) personality changes under
particular conditions.
A pilot test was run and the TSCS wa% chosen in part
because the items used could be understobd by the

population.

The statements are clear, brief, cover a wide

range of specific self concept dimensions and it only takes
approximately twenty minutes to finish.

Procedure

Once the waiver for parent permission was received from
each institution, a group meeting was held with the

residents of eabh facili ty.

At this time the examiner

informed the residents what would be entailed if they chose
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to participate in the study.

First, they would be asked to

answer a multiple choice questionnaire regarding their age,

length of time they have been in placement, their type of
family, and the amount of contact they have with each

parent (see appendix C)«

Then the examiner informed the

residents what would be entailed in answering the TSCS.

It

was explained that the TSCS was a 100 multiple choice
questionnaire, which would take them approximately 20
minutes to complete.

The residents were also informed that

confidentiality was assured, and that participation was
voluntary.

At the end of meeting, those who wished not to

participate in the study were allowed

dorms.

to go back to their

Approximately one-third of the residents from each

facility chose to participate in the study.
The TSCS was administered by the researcher in a twenty
minute, group session.

The scale was self-administering

and required no instructions beyond those on the inside of
the

test booklet.

The instructions

on

the

test booklet

request that no item be omitted, and this was reiterated

verbally to the subjects by the examiner.

If a subject did

not understand a question, he had the opportunity to ask
the examiner, who then explained it to him.

Each

individual subject was given a coded letter-number for the
purposes of confidentiality.

■
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■Chapter -Iir ,
Ra s u
Its

In analyzing the data, the independent variables

explored were:

age, type of family, length of placement,

amoun t o f mo ther eontac t, and ampunt o f f a thef contact•

The dependent yariables explored were the nine scales of

the TSCS (To ta1 Self Concept, Identity , Self Sa: tisf ac tion>
Behavioral S elf Concept, Moral-Ethical Self Concept^

Personal Self Concept, Family Self Concept, and Social Self
Concept)..
ANOVAs

^

The data were analyzed by means of 36 factorial
ANOVAVs.

ANOVAVs were performed on each of the nine

dependent variables and the followihg four grpupings of
independent variables.

One factorial ANOVA on the nine

dependent variables was age (4) X length of placement (4) X
amount of mother contact (4).

The second factorial AMbVA

on the nine dependent variables was Age (4) X length of

placement (4) X amount of father contact (4).

The third

factbria1 ANOVA on the nine dependent variables was age (4)
X amount of mother Contact (4) X amount of

(4).

father contact

The fourth factorial ANOVA on the nine dependent
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variables was length of placement (4) X amount of mother
contact (4) X amount of father contact (4).

Due to the

number of ANOVAs performed, the possibility of making an

alpha error increases.

Scheffe* tests were run on the

significant main effects from the ANOVAs.

The Scheffe'

test is the most conservative post-hoc test and eliminates
the problem of the alpha level increasing due to the number

of tests performed (Loftus & Loftus, 1982).
creates

a stricter criterion such

The Scheffe'

that the overall

probability of making an alpha error over all tests is less
than 0.05.

Significant main effects found in each factorial ANOVA
were (see tables 1 through 11 for ANOVA tables of

significant main effects):
Factorial

A.

ANOVA # 1

Age

1.
2.
B.

Length of Placement

1.
2.
C.

Moral-Ethical - F(3,89) = 2.561, p<.05.
Family Self
- F(3,89) = 2.912. p<.05.

Moral-Ethical - F(3,89) = 3.982, p<.01.
Identity
- F(3,89) = 2.509, p<.05.

Amount of

1.

Mother

Family Self

Contact

- F(3,89) = 2.906, p<.05.

'■if.

m
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Factorial ANOVA # 2

Age

1.
2.
B.

Moral-Ethical - F(3,89) =2.895, p<.05.
Family Self
- F(3,89) = 2.199, p<.05.

Length of Placement

1.

Moral-Ethical - F(3,89) = 3.030, p<.05.

2.

Identity^ V



Factorial ANOVA #3

■

k.■■

Ag e,■

1.

;
B.

Moral-Ethical - F(3,89) =2.704, p<.05.

2. Family self
Amount of Mother

1.

- F(3,8?^ = 2.897, p<.05.
Gbntact

Family Self r 4 f(3> 89) - 3.350, p<.05,

Factorial ANOVA # 4

A.

Length of Placement

1.
2.
B.

Moral-Ethical r F(3,89) = 4.500, p<.01.
Identity
- F(3,89) = 2.i673, p<.05.

Amount of Mother Contact

1.

Family Self

- F(3,89) = 4.890, p<.01.

The significant main effects for amount of mother

contact and family self concept, partially support the
second hypothesis that amount of parent contact will have a

positive effect on the youth's self concept. Those boys
who had more contact with their mothers, had a more

positive family self concept.

They felt better about their

'
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" Table'.l-

ANOVA TABLE for the significant main effects of age X
length of placement X mother contact and Identity.
Sum

of

Source of Variation

Squares

Main EffeC ts

1997.882

AGE"LENGTH

215.953

Mean

: df

S quai:e

1.317

.255

71.
.985

.427

.735

■ ■ ;■ ■ 3

422 ..995

2 . 509

.049

3

108..327

.643

.592

3

1268.984
324.982

RESIDUAL

7755.200

46

168..591

18187.724

89

204..356

Table

F

221.
.987

-. 9-:

•■ ■ "

MOTHER
TOTAL

of

F

2

ANOVA TABLE for the significant main effects of age X

length of placement X mother contact and Moral-Ethicai Self
Concept.
Sum

S0urce

of

Variation

MAIN EFFEGT8
AGE

'■

:

of

Squares

Signif

Mean

,:: :::;d;F'\ ■ Square

of

F

1353.242

150.360

2.3 58

489.937

163.312

2.561

.049

.013
.081

LENGTH

761.862

3

2 531954

3.982

MOTHER
RESIDUAL

457.763

■ ; '"l-: ■:

152.588

2.393

2933.375

46

63.769

TOTAL

7204.345

89

80.948

.02 8
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.Table,-3' ■

;

,

ANOVA TABLE of s ignifican t main effec ts for age X 1 etig th of
placement X mother contact and Family Self Concept.
Sum

of

Source of Variatioii

Squares

MAIN EFFECTS

2112.453

'

AGE

9-':'

782.815

144.053
260.375

2. 90 6

.045

: ■• ' .3
46

89.608

TOTAL

9857.264

89

110.756

TABLE

of F

.040

432,159
781.125
4121-9 50

V

.y ■ f:'^2.619
2.912
1.6 08

234.717
260.938

MOTHER
RESIDUAL

LENGTH

Signif

Mean

Square

DF

.016

. 201

4

ANOVA table f6r significant main effects for age X length
of placement X father^

lloral-Ethica1 Self

Concept
S ix m

Source

of

Variation

MAIN EFFECTS
AGE

V

Of

Squares
1412.190

■,

Signif

Mean

Square

DF

9

554.459

"

F-'V-

of

F

156.910

2.458

. 020

184.819

2. 895

.039

LENGTH":'

580.300

3

193.433

3.030

.037

FATHER

335.165

3

111.721

1.750

.168

RESIDUAL

3319.750

52

63.841

TOTAL

7696.100

89

86.473
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'

^

■

ANOVA TABLE for significant main effects for age X length
of placement X father contact and Identity
'
■ Sura

Source of Variatioh
MAIN EFFECTS

Signif

Mean

Squares

PF

of F

2427.238

9

269.693

1.576

.147

543.935

3

1.060

.374

LENGTH

12as.316

3

181.312
428.439

2.504

.035

FATHER

418.485

3

.815

.491

RESIDUAL

8898.083

52
89

139.495
171.117

AGE

TOTAL

18831.600

■Table

211.591

6

ANOVA TABLE of significant main effects for age X length of
placement X father contact and Family Self Concept.
Sura

Source of

Variance

MAIN EFFECTS

of

S ignif

Mean

Squares

DF

Square

of

F

759.148

9

84.350

1. 26 9

AGE

438.511

3

146.170

2.199

.053

LENGTH

203.127

3

67.709

1.019

.194

. 331

.80 3

FATHER

66.041

3

22.014

RESIDUAL

3456.000

52

66.462

10074.989

89

113.202

TOTAL

.276
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Table
ANOVA TABLE of

7

significant main effects for age

contact X father contact and
Sum

Source of Variation

Moral-'Ethical Self

of

X

mother

Concept.
Signif

Mean

Square

of

F

Squares

DF

1122.516

9

124.729

1.501

AGE

674.307

3

224.769

2.705

.049

MOTHER

126.692

3

42.231

.508

.678

1.505

.224

MAIN

EFFECTS

FATHER

375.158

3

125.053

RESIDUAL

4237.773

51

83.094

16809.724

89

188.873

TOTAL

F

.188

Table 8

ANOVA TABLE of significant main effect for age X mother
contact X father contact and Family Self Concept
Sum

Source of Variation
MAIN EFFECTS
AGE
MOTHER
FATHER
RESIDUAL
TOTAL

of

Signif

Mean

Squares

DF

1934.856
855.620
989.544
245.562
5020.886
18187.724

9
3
3
3
51
89

Square
214.984
285.207
329.848
84.845
98.559
204.357

of

F

2 184

.039

2 897

.046

3 350

.026

862

.46 7
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Table 9

ANOVA TABLE of significant main effects for length of
placement X mother contact X father contact and Identity
Sum of
Source of Variation

S quares

DF

Mean

Signif

Square

of F

3046.309

9

338.478

1.818

LENGTH

1492;993

3

497.664

2.673

MOTHER

676.606

3

225.535

FATHER

559.104
9309.113

3

186.368

1.211
1.001

50

186.182

18187.724

89

204,356

MAIN

EFFECTS

RESIDUAL
TOTAL

.186
.043
.315
.673

Table 10

ANOYA TABLE of s

main effects for 1ength of

placement X mother cohthci X father 'contact and
Mora1-Ethica1 Self ■■Concepft^'-. . :

Variation

Squares

Signif

Mean

Sum of

Source of

DF

Square

of

F

1482.145

164.683

2.862

.008

LENGTH

776.878

258.959

4.500

.007

MOTHER

321.504

3

107.168

1.862

.148

FATHER

347.977

3

115.992

2.016

.124

RESIDUAL

2877.024

50

57.540

TOTAL

7204.345

89

80.948

MAIN EFFECTS

33

Table

11

ANOVA TABLE of significant main effects for length of

placement X mother contact X father contact and Family Self
Concept,

Sura

Source of
MAIN

Variation

EFFECTS

of

Squares

S ignif

Mean
DF

Square

F

of F

2072.823

9

230.314

2.985

.006

LENGTH

455.356

3

151.785

1.96 7

.131

MOTHER

1132.096

3

377.365

4.890

.005

FATHER

340.967

3

113.656

1.473

.233

RESIDUAL

3858.279

50

77.166

TOTAL

9857.264

89

110.756
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adequacy, worth, and value as a family member.

The

Scheffe' tests indicated those subjects who had weekly and
monthly contact with their mothers had significantly more
positive family self concepts than those who had less
contact with mothers (see table 12).

There Were no

significant results between the amount of father contact
and

the scales of the TSCS.

The s ignificatif main effects for length of placement

contradict the hypothesis that the longer the youth is in
placement the more positive his self concept.

These

results indicate that the longer the adolescent is in

placement, the worse he perceives his own moral-ethical

self and his basic identity.

The Scheffe' tests further

indicates that the youth who is in placement longer than a
year has a significantly poprer moral-ethical self and
identity (see table 12).
The significant main effects found for age indicate

that the young e r adolescen t fee1s moreposi tive abo u t;

himself as a family member and more positive from a

mora1-ethica1 frame of reference, than oIder boys dp.

The

Scheffe' tests indicate that it is the 17 year olds who
have a poorer moral-ethical frame of refeerence.

When

examining the family self concept, there are a cPuple of
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TABLE 12

Scheffe's performed on
Significant Main Effects
Means and

Standard

Deviations

MEAN

SD

Mother Contact and Family Self

Weekly
Monthly
Yearly or less

62.07

No

Contact

10.57

63.35

7.65

53.73

8.88

54.50

12.77

Length of Placement
and

Moral-Ethical Self

0 -

3

months

59.29

8.92

3 - 6 months

61.5 2

8.82

1 year
> 1 year

59.62

9.82

54.73

8.51

Length of Placement
and Identity
0 -

3 months

3  6

months

1 year
> 1 year

118.86

19.75

117.65

13.15

114.39

12.92

108.50

12.85

12.76

Age and Family Self
13 & 14

59.64

15

64.37

8.23

16

58.91

11.65

17

55.95

9.05

12.55

Age and Moral-Ethica1 Self
13 & 14

58.82

15

58.33

7.58

16

61.30

8.92

17

55.58

9.64

Scheffe significant
mean difference = 4.03

low scores that prevent the means from clearly representing

the negative effects of age on this scale (see tab1e 12)^
When these scores are eliminated, the Sheffe •

test

indicates that it is the 16 and 17 year olds who have a

poorer family self concept (see table -13)^
Recod ing

'■

Chi squares and Pearson r cbrrelations were also

performed on the data*

In order to perform these tests

|

correctly, it was necessary to recode the scores bf^ the
nine dependent variables.

This was due to the fact that

there were many cells without scores.

The scores were

receded so that a frequency could be obtained from each
cell.
395.

The total self concept scores ranged from 220 to
These scores were receded into seven consecutive

groups, with each group containing the interval of twenty.
The firs t group began with the score of 220 and the seventh
group ended wi th^^^

score of 400.

Identity, self

satisfaction, and behavioral self stales scores ranged from

65 to 145.

They were recbded the following way:

65 - lOP

= 1, 101 - 110 = 2, 111 - 12 0 = 3^ 121 - 130 = 4, 131 - 150

= 5.

The phys ical self, mora1-ethical seIf, personaI s elf,

family selfj and social self scores ranged from 41 to 90.
These s cores were recoded into f ive cons ecutive groups,
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TABLE 13

Adjusted ANOVA/Scheffe'
Age X Family Self Concept

MEAN

SD

Age and Family Self
13 & 14
15
16

63.11
64.37
58.91

9.64
8.23
11.65

17

55.95

9.05

Scheffe significant
mean difference = 4.03.

(
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with each group containing the interval of ten.

The first

group began with 41 and the fifth group ended with 90.
Chi Squares

Chi squares were performed on the independent variable,

type of family, and the nine dependent variables.

This was

performed to explore the relationship type of family has

with the youth's self concept.

There were no significant

results from this analysis.
Correlations

Pearson r correlations were performed on the dependent
variables and the following independent variables?

age;

amount of mother contact; amount of father contact; and

length of placement (see table 14).
correlations performed were?

Additional

age x amount of father

contact; age x amount of mother contact; length of

placement x amount of father contact; and length of
placement x amount of mother contact.

These correlations

were performed to explore the relationship between these
variables and to add further support to the hypotheses.
A positive correlation was found for amount of mother

contact with (a) behavioral self concept (r = .22, p<.01)
and (b) family self concept (r = .27, p<.005).

Those

adolescents who had more contact with their mothers,

TABLE 14

Pearson r

Correlations

Leng th
Mo ther

Father

Age

Placement

Contac t

Contac t

To ta1 Self

■ .04

-.18*

.11

.06

Identity

-.02

-.26**

.08

.07

Satisfaction

■ .12

-.09

.01

.04

of

Behavior

■ .03

-.22*

Physical

-.08

-.01

.22**

.14
-.14
-.13

Moral-Ethical

•.07

-,20*

-.15
-.01

Personal

■ .06

-.07

-.02

Family Self

■ .18

-.14

.27**

.13

Social Self

.05

-.14

.10

.07

.02

*p<.05
**p<.01

w
v£>

perceived more positively their behavior and how they
function,

Alsoj they perceive their adfequacyv worth, and

value as a family memb^

more positively, compared to those

with less mother contact.

Leng th of piacem en t w as n eg a tive1y c or re 1a ted w i th (a)

totai sel

(r = -.18, p<.05), (b) identity (r=

-^ 26, p<.01), (c) behavioral self concept (r - -.22,

p<.05), and (d) moral-ethical self concept (r = -.20,

p<.05).

These results contradict the hypothesis that the

length of placement would have a positiye relationship with
self concept.

These results show that the youth who is in

placement for a longer period of time, has a more negative

overall self concept.

In addition, he feels worse About

his basic identity, feels worse about how he behaves and
fuhctions, and perceives his moral-ethical frame of
reference less positively than those institutionalized for
a shorter period of time.

Additionally, length of placement waA negatively
correlated with (a) mother contact (r = -.27, p<.05) and

(b) father contact (r = -.23, p<.05).

Those youths who

hAye heen in r placement for a longer peripd; of time, have A

less Amount of cptitact with both of their parents,
complared to those youths who have been in placement a

shorter length of time.

Age was hegatl

correlated with (a) family self

Gohcep t (r = -.18 j p<.05) and (b) amount of father coiitac t
(r =!= -.20, p

05)
.

Y oung er chi1dr en feel mo re pp si tive

about their adequacy, worth, and value as a family member,

while oIder adolescents feel less positive about their role

as a family member.

Also, the younger child has more ;

contact with his father than older children do.

, • €li^ap ter-ViVy

'■ ■ . 'Discuss'iotl''
■
■

'

This s tudy evalua ted the effec ts of ins tltu tiona1
correctional programs and the amount of parent contact upon
the self concept of maleadplescent delinquents.

An

in s ti t u tiona1ized m a 1e ad o1escent p o p u1a tion, fr p m a 11

types of families (two-parent^ separated, divorced, etc.)
was explored.

This researchywas hased on two ideas.

First, the delinquent's self cpncept must be raised in
order for him to develop socially approved behavior

(Reckless, Dinte & Murray, 1956).

Second, family

involvement is an important variable in successfully
working with the institutiona1ized de1inquent adolescent

(0x1ey, 197 7)
.

A major focus of the present s tudy was the

effect of the youth's type of family on his self concept.
Type of family did not have a significant effect upon the

youth's self concept.

However, the findings of the present

study do suggest that mother contact is an important

variable in working with the delinquent adolescent and

improving his self concept while he is institutionalized.
It has been found that parent involvement, including

family therapy, was important in positive outcomes after

discharge from the placement setting (Berger, 1977; Lathan,
1976; Oxley^ 1977; Wolkind, 1977).

It is felt that family

interaction is a central issue in the iriodlfication of

juvenl 1e de 1inquency (MiHard & McLargen, 1972).

The

results of the present study are supportive of these
find ings.

Mo ther contact had a positive rela tionshi p wlth

the youth's self concept, especially how he felt as a
family member•

It is important that the adolescent

develops a ppsltive perception of his adequacy y valiie^ and

worth as a member of his family•

The fami1y is the

environment he will most likely return to once he leaves

placement.

It is important that he feels good va^b^^^

himself in his family setting, so that he will experience
success while he is with them.

The find ings of th e p r esen t s up pior t the importance of
maternal contact while a child

is institutiona11zed.

A

major c oneern is that many ins titutions make 1ittle effort
to involve parents in treatment (Oxley, 1977).

These

institutiions feel that parents have a disi^nptive effect

upon the chiId and tha t it is easier to change the child * s
unacceptable behavior without parental involyement.
prevailing view of these settings is that parents

The

constantly reinforce negative behavior by using

inconsistent parenting skills.

present study suggest t

The results frome this

institutions need to change

their view regarding parental invplvement.

When working

with institutionalized ado lescen ts, th^e difficulties that

occur due to the relationship the youth has with his
parents^ need to be resolved before the youth returns home,
so that behavior changes made during placement do not

deteriorate.

As previously stated, it has been found that

family therapy provided during placement, significantly

decreases the recividism rate after the youth returns home
(Davis & Ellison, 1966; Mallard & McLargen, 1972; Oxley,
1977 >..v ■

"

The present study found the the quantity of mother

contact effects the youth's family self concept.

However,

the amount of fatlier contact did not have this effect.

This result may suggest that the type of contact the youth

has with his father is more important than the amount of
contact he has

with his father.

A

limitatlbn of

the

present study is that the type of contact the parents have
wi th their child: was no t explored #

it is unknown if the

youth and his parents were receiving therapy, had contact

at the facility only, or if they yere:having home visits.

■

^5

However, given the results of the previous studies, it is
felt that family therapy should be encouraged with the

institutionalized adolescent.

This should be especially

encouraged with the younger adolescent and as soon as the

youth enters a placement setting.

The present study found

that the young er the adolescent the more po s i tive he feels
about his value as a family member and the more contact he
has with his father.

It was demonstrated^that the longer

the youth is institutionalized, the less amount of contact
there is with parents V

Correctional programs need to

encourage parents to be constructively involved when their
child enters placement.vT

programs need to help change

inconsistent parenting skills and to work with these
families while they are still invested in each other.

This

investment is seen in that there is more contact with

parents and a more positive self concept in those youth who
have been in placement a shorter period of time.
It is felt that further research should investigate

the different types of therapy offered by a variety of
placements.

The different therapies offered should be

explored to determine if they significantly effect the

youth's self concept and the recividism rate.

Correctional

institutions experience many problems when attempting to
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provide family therapy such as, motivating parents to enter
therapy, working with the distance between the home and
institution, and being able to afford the time and staff

needed to work with families.

It would be helpful to

determine the most effective method of working with the
institutionalized adolescent population and their families.
The statistical analysis of the length of time in

placement did not support the original hypothesis that the

longer the youthwas institutionalized, the more positive
his self concept.

It was found that the longer the youth

was institutionalized, the more negative his overall self
concept.

He does not like himself as well, he considers

himself "bad" from his own mora1-ethica1 evaluation, he
describes himself less positively, and has a negative
perception of his own behavior and how he functions.

As previously stated, in reviewing the literature, only
one study was found that investigated the length of time in
placement and its effects upon the institutionalized

juvenile delinquent (Wolgosh, 1975).

This study found that

placement was beneficial in controlling delinquent
behavior, provided placement lasted longer than six months.

This was determined by the recividism rate.

The present

research, which included a majority of subjects whose

.

■ kl

•

placement was longer than six months, indicates that
delinquent behavior maybe decreased at the expense of the

youth's self concept.
This negative effect that the length of time the youth

is in placement has on the youth's self concept may be due
to the reasons why the youth is remaining in placement.

If

a youth is remaining in placement because he continues to
behave delinquently, then he most likely will receive

consequences for this behavior.

not be positive.

These consequences will

If the youth is continually being

punished for negative behavior and is receiving little

praise, then this could have a negative effect oh his self
conce-pt

Remaining in placement because there are no other
alternatives, also may have a negative effect on the

adolescent's self concept.

Being able to return home to

live wi th one's parents, is h goal that many youths in

placem en t a 11etnp t to achieve.

When this go a1 is achieved,

the youth is giyen a great deal of praise and is told that
he is a success.

Long-term residents may not feel that

they are working towards a goal.

They may be placing

effort into controlling their behayior, but this may not be

enough to make them feel better about themselves.

A reason

for this may be that no matter how well they do, they must
remain in placement.

Where is the ultimate reward for

doing' well? .

These issues raise concerns about working with the
long - term resident who cannot return home or has no

parenta1 resources.

It is important that institutions take

a close look at what they are trying to accomplish with the
long-term resident.

They must become aware that tha

institutipnal setting may have a detrimental effect on the

residents' self concepts and that other options may need to
be explored,^

Further research needs to investigate the

different types of programs offered to the long-term

resident (emancipation programs, foster care, small family
homes, etc.).

These investigations need to explore which

Settings may be more effective in improving the self
concep t of the Longr term resident axidpreparl^n
emancipation.

him for his
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Appendix A
Number of Subjects in each Independent Variable

AGE

13 & 14
N

11

LENGTH

OF

15

16

17

27

33

19

PLACEMENT

0 - 3
months

3 - 6
months

14

25

N
TYPE

OF

greater than
a year

29

22

FAMILY

Married
N

26

AMOUNT

OF

42

AMOUNT

OF

MOTHER

Divorced

Deceased

30

11

CONTACT

Monthly
20

FATHER

Weekly
26

Separated
23

Weekly
N

N

6 months
to a year

Yearly

No Contact

12

15

Yearly

No Contact

13

35

CONTACT

Monthly
16
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Appendix B
Letter of Permiss ion

To Whom it May Concern:

Michael Ryan has permission to include boys in the care

of

subjects for his research through

the Master of Science program at California State College^

San Bernardino.

As

retains guardianship

of these children, parental permission will not be
required.

Children are to participate in this study voluntarily
and all proper quidelines to protect their privacy and to
adhere to confidentiality must be made.

Signa ture
Title

Date
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APPENDIX

G

Number-

AgeRace- Gaucasidti

Black

Mexican-American

Oriental _____ Other (specify)
Length of time iti placement- 0-3 months
- V ' 3-'6 months

6 months to a year _
greater than a year

Type of Family-Are your Parents..•
Married and living together

Divorced

Death of parentMo ther

Father
Both

Amount of contact with parents- How often do you see your
■p'arenbs

■ Mother' . ■Father--;
about once

abou t

twice

abou t

onc e

a

week

a month

. .

.

■

a mon th

about once every six months
about once a year
No contact

- . . ■ •

"

__
.
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